Data Center Professionals Are In Big Demand

- Demand for data center capacity and expertise continues to grow.
- IT professionals who can manage the data center infrastructure are highly sought after.
- Cisco certified employees are in high demand.

Data Center Growth Continues

- The IT data center professionals plan, implement, and run the IT network infrastructure.
- Growth in data center capacity and resources continues to grow.

Data Centers are Critical for Business Agility and Transformation Initiatives

- Agility and Transformation Initiatives
- The management of a company's critical applications sprawling across the network.
- Data center consolidation.
- Enabling desktop virtualization.
- Server virtualization.
- Building a private cloud.
- Adopting public cloud services.
- Storage growth.

Strong Demand for Data Center Professionals

- Professionals are in high demand.
- Outperform non-certified employees.
- Salaries for Cisco certified employees are higher.

Cisco Certified Employees Outperform Non-certified Employees

- Certified employees are quicker at coming up to speed.
- Resources available exclusively for certified employees.
- Cisco Learning Network.

Take Your Career to the Next Level!

- Prepare to work on cutting edge IT initiatives.
- Gain a distinctive career advantage.
- Increase on the job effectiveness.

Cisco Certified Data Center Professionals

- Network Administrator
- Network Architect
- Senior Support Engineer
- Implementation Engineer
- Lead Data Center Engineer
- Lead Network Engineer
- Design Engineer
- Presales Engineer

For more data center information and resources on the Cisco Learning Network.